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Our Mission:

Protect
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OSMA Focus Areas
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Presentation Notes
Make payload risk classification directive (8705.4) more objectives-drivenModify Appendix C to define assurance objectives (per mission class) that are minimal yet sufficient to cover and enable tailoring of all assurance standardsRequire satisfaction via implementation of accepted standards; allow alternates upon TA evaluation to enable tailoring and innovative means of complianceDefine safety and mission assurance lifecycle review success criteriaStrengthen assessment of mission assurance effectiveness throughout lifecycleAlso aligning quality assurance policy with engineering lifecycleGSFC: Risk-based safety and mission assurance approachFocus on mitigation of specific risks using engineering judgment versus simply enforcing past practiceLeitner et al. (2018), Quality Engineering 30:4
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Understanding Reliability Matters…
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Understanding Reliability Matters…
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Understanding Reliability Matters…

Source: ESA
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The Ongoing Challenge

“The recently revised HRR standard represents a fundamental shift from 
telling developers how to create a safe design (by relying primarily on 
redundancy) to establishing a process for using a risk-informed design 
approach to produce a design that is optimally and sufficiently safe. The 
ASAP applauds switching to such a performance-based approach 
because it emphasizes early risk identification to guide design, thus 
enabling creative design approaches that might be more efficient, safer, 
or both. 

However, this approach is viable only if a common understanding of 
"sufficiently safe" exists”

ASAP recommendation 2009-01-02a
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